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Project Summary: 

 

The Egyptian environment Exposed of many types of the whether contamination either polluted aerobically or 

aqueous or ground Given the seriousness of this matter on the environment required us to discuss this topic in 

AVI, but we confine our conversation on the water pollution that the Egyptian environment suffered from and 

the impact of water pollution and its serious danger on Egyptian environment.. 

Since we all agree on the importance of water for all living organisms and is illustrated by the words of God 

"and made from water every living thing" and thus understand the importance of water to all living beings and 

the impact of pollution and wastage or loss on the environment. Without water there is no life, according to 

what we see from a realistic pollution we will see a period of time where the drop of water becomes more 

precious than gold, if we do not pay attention to a problem that surrounds us and did not increase our 

awareness of the importance of preserving water from any contamination. 

All this as a result of several factors we concluded in the following 

• palaces Egyptian legislation to confront the environmental risks where we found that the first piece of 

legislation to the environment in Egypt stipulated in 1994, signaling that a recent, also indicate that 

Egypt had been delayed so much in the field of environmental protection after the pollution was 

severe degree and became threatening to the environment significantly 

• administrative bureaucracy on the face of environmental problems and irregularities arising the 

problem and legal irregularities in general 

• Inaction and extreme slowness in enforcement of environmental protection laws 

• The existence of sanctions for environmental violations is not a deterrent and its applicable too both 

making the law only on paper and is not enabled and thus lead to more harm than benefit 

• Observe that there is increase in environmental pollutants seriously. 
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• lack of environmental awareness among individuals is one of the most important results that we have 

reached, because the environmental awareness are not existing among the Egyptian society where 

the main concern among citizens is trying to find a source of livelihood and earn a living without the 

slightest regard for the environment and what it means to him. 

• Which push us to study an attempt to gain access to recommendations and solutions to this problem 

haunting?  

 

 

 

 

 


